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about how it should be. This visualization exercise will help you observe your thoughts and take over them. Use this process to reduce the amount of anticipating thinking that produces anxiety and increase the volume of your Higher Self that produces the world. As a suggestion, wear a decoration, or even gum around
your wrist that you consider your presence a piece. Every time you feel that your mind is a future trip to an unwanted destination, touch your presence piece and take a deep breath. When we are immersed in the noise of The Hangover of Expectations, it can be difficult to hear the voice of our intuition and spirit. Thus,
the Seeker supports us in the joy of the mind enough to listen. Through practices such as this visualization exercise, we can experience greater peace and clarity within the country, even when our outside world feels stressful, overwhelming or out of control. It is a sacred process of surrender, so it is time to create space
to experience this exercise to the fullest. During this visualization exercise, you will participate in a physical movement that will help you connect with the Higher Power. Make sure you are a quiet and quiet place to go on this domestic journey. You will also need a candle. Repeat this meditation whenever your waiting
hangover feels like too much to bear. In order to truly experience inner freedom, we must not harbor ill will towards anyone, including ourselves. The seeker within all of us knows that Love is our essence, and everything that blinds us from it must be dissolved so that we can be who we really are. Forgiveness is the door
to this freedom. This exercise is adapted from a soul-oriented basic skill promoting compassionate self-perception from the University of Santa Monica. The liberation of the court frees us from the pain and illusion of separation. What feels as if it has been lost comes back when you forgive yourself, accept your human
process, and release power that has been locked in your judgments based on emotions, thoughts and actions. Kristin Hassler is a former Hollywood agent and achievement junkie turned bestselling author, a life coach and speaker known for offering radical reflections with a practical direction. It teaches people how to
overcome their expectations of Hangovers® and answer questions: Who am I, what do I want and how can I get it? Questions? Feedback? Need support? Post on Christina's Facebook page here or write to us on info@christinehassler.com. Download Hey Ready for another episode of the YKAL podcast? I Am I with
Christine Hassler, author of three books, including her latest: Waiting for a Hangover. Christina speaks our language, you all! A little bit about her background- she graduated from college, moved to Los Angeles, got a swanky job in Hollywood rubbing elbows with A-listers (like George Clooney-hellllooo!), and she was
miserable, even to the point of trying to talk to herself in the shower of her work. She's gone, and since then helps people get out of their own ways to make meaningful impacts in their lives. Here's a little bit of what you'll hear on the podcast: Christina talks to us about how she assumed dignity and happiness would be
delivered when she fulfilled her goals and the expectations she had about herself (none of you read it did it, right?). It didn't happen, and she tells us how she handled it. Control (I'm the only one who sings Janet Jackson's song when I say that word?). Something we all struggle with including the need for certainty.
Christina serves some wisdom on how to deal with our attitude to uncertainty. Christina talks about the old unresolved issues that get brought up when we have these hangover expectations. Things that get triggered like old things don't feel good enough. And I get everyone excited to talk about the concept of being
strong - something that our culture confirms to us when in fact we just have to feel our feelings. Christina has to pause and drink water before talking about it! For people who have really spent their lives pushing back their feelings, Christina gives advice on where to even start to feel their feelings. Resources from this
episode: Christine Christine's book website Christine's new podcast Christine Hassler is the author of Waiting for a Hangover, 20 Something Manifesto, and 20 Something, 20 Everything. She left her successful job as a Hollywood agent to continue a life she could be passionate about. For more than a decade as a
speaker, retreat mediator, and life coach, she has shared her passion to alleviate suffering. Christina believes once we get out of our own way, we can show to make a meaningful impact we are here to make. Visit it online www.christinehassler.com right click to download .mp3. Did you hear it!?!? Join OPEN for our 2016
Tanning, Taco, and Transformation Retreat in Mexico! Limited places are open and early bird registration at a discount is open until the 31st! Click here or the image below to join us. Slideshare uses cookies to improve functionality and performance, as well as to provide you with appropriate advertising. If you continue to
browse the site, you agree to use cookies on this site. See our User Agreement and Privacy Policy. Slideshare uses cookies to improve functionality and performance, as well as to provide you with appropriate advertising. If continue to browse the site, you agree to use cookies on this site. See our privacy policy and user
agreement for Unabridged Audiobook Author: Kristin Hassler Narrated: Christina Traister Date: October 2014 Duration: 7 hours 49 minutes When our expectations are met and everything goes according to plan, we feel a sense of accomplishment and pride; We feel safe, in control, and on the way. But when life doesn't
live up to our expectations, we end up with anticipation of a hangover. This particular brand of frustration is deeply sobering and uncomfortable. Christine Hassler suggests that instead of wallowing in regrets, self-incrimination, or anger, we can see this experience as catalysts for profound change. When we learn to
respond to the expectation of a hangover as students rather than sufferers, doorways for opportunities are open. Often it's only when life throws us a curveball (or a few) that we look in the other direction. Instead of reproducing and repeating these hangovers, we can go beyond disappointment, and they can be catalysts
for change. This is very different from how most of us face our hangover, which usually involves fighting to endure them until something or someone eventually comes along to make us feel better. Distraction is not a cure for disappointment. When we fully process our hangovers expectations on emotional, mental,
physical and spiritual levels, we learn courage, faith, surrender and love, and we make room for the kind of unexpected things that lead us more directly to the life we love. This is a guidebook for a man who craves inspiration but is full of doubt who seeks to live a life of meaning but is trapped in regret, who has worked
hard to be happy but continues to stumble against disappointment. This is an audiobook for anyone who has ever had a hangover waiting and that's it. All.
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